Sport Clubs

**AUG 24**
- Men's Ultimate Frisbee
- Ice Hockey
- Crew
- Women's Soccer
- Clay Target
- Swim
- Tumble

**AUG 28**
- Men's Rugby
- Bass Fishing
- Paintball
- Women's Rugby
- Golf
- Running
- Women's Lacrosse
- Tennis
- Water Polo
- Equestrian

**AUG 29**
- Sailing
- Fencing
- Men's Soccer
- Quidditch
- Triathlon
- Women's Volleyball
- Men's Volleyball
- Climbing

**AUG 30**
- Men's Lacrosse
- Martial Arts
- Wrestling
- Women's Ultimate Frisbee
- Cycling

**AUG 31**
- Badminton
- Ballroom Dance
- Baseball
- Gymnastics
- Wakeboard

---

**Interest Meetings**

**MON**
- 5p @ TRECS 227
- 6p @ TRECS 227
- 7p @ TRECS 227
- 8p @ TRECS 227
- 5p @ SAC Conf.
- 5p @ SAC Conf.

**TUES**
- 5p @ TRECS 228
- 6p @ TRECS 228
- 7p @ TRECS 228
- 8p @ TRECS 228
- 5p @ TRECS 227
- 6p @ TRECS 227
- 7p @ TRECS 227
- 8p @ TRECS 227
- 6p @ SAC Conf.
- 6p @ SAC Conf.

**WED**
- 6p @ TRECS 228
- 7p @ TRECS 228
- 8p @ TRECS 228
- 9p @ TRECS 228
- 5p @ SAC Conf.
- 7p @ SAC Conf.
- 8p @ SAC Conf.
- 8p @ Vol Wall

**THURS**
- 8p @ TRECS 228
- 5p @ TRECS 227
- 6p @ TRECS 227
- 7p @ TRECS 227
- 8p @ TRECS 227
- 7p @ TRECS 228
- 5p @ TRECS 227
- 6p @ TRECS 227
- 7p @ TRECS 227
- 8p @ TRECS 227